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About This Content

The Hotline Miami Soundtrack is a collection of over 20 different tracks from 9 outstanding artists. These selections are just a
sampling of these fantastic musicians' work and Dennaton Games and Devolver Digital encourage you to explore more of their

amazing music.

All Tracks Are Presented In Mp3 Format.

Sun Araw - Horse Steppin

Sun Araw - Deep Cover

Coconuts - Silver Lights

M|O|O|N - Crystals

M|O|O|N - Hydrogen
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M|O|O|N - Release

Jasper Byrne - Hotline

Jasper Byrne - Miami

El Huervo feat. Shelby Cinca - Daisuke

El Huervo - Crush

El Huervo - Turf

Perturbator - Miami Disco

Perturbator - Electric Dreams

Perturbator - Vengance

Scattle - Knock Knock

Scattle - Inner Animal

Scattle - It's Safe Now

Scattle - Flatline

Scattle - To The Top

Eliott Berlin - Musikk Per Automatikk

Eirik Suhrke - A New Morning

Songs will be placed in your Hotline Miami folder in the Steam Directory: ...Steam\steamapps\common\hotline_miami\sound
track
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Title: Hotline Miami Soundtrack
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Dennaton Games
Publisher:
Devolver Digital
Release Date: 24 Jan, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7

Processor:1.2GHz processor

Memory:512 MB RAM

Graphics:DirectX 8-compatible graphics card with at least 32MB of video memory

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:250 MB HD space

Additional:Microsoft Xbox 360 Controller or Direct Input compatible controller

English
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Good soundtrack. Bought it because I want to support the developers.. If I could give this sountrack a hundred thumbs up, I
would.
I've listened to it more times than I could ever count. Many of these songs are the best I've heard in any game, period.
True, there are venues to get this for free, but I would gladly pay $20 for this soundtrack. Its phenomonal. Check out a few of
the songs on youtube if you're unsure. Even if you don't have the game and, for some ungodly reason, don't plan to ever play it,
at least give the soundtrack a try.
Truly memorable and infectious, these tracks are pure audible honey that deserve to be paid for.. If I were to get married, I'd
play this soundtrack on the party.
That is how much I love it.. this *is* an amazing soundtrack and i would like to tell you to buy it, but you shouldn't buy it.
it's a mess of mp3s from various sources at different bitrates (from 128 kps to 320) with differing ID3 information (showing
tracks coming from the soundtrack itself, related eps or no tags, at all)

for the asking price, i'd expect this to be entirely uniform as far as sources, bitrate and tags go. but the whole thing is an utter
mess, and was seriously dissapointing, to me :\/. I guarantee that after buying that soundtrack for 9.99 and listening to it you'll
feel like a robber.

Worth every single cent.
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When I die, I don't want anything playing in my funeral but this soundtrack.. THIS IS.... AWESOME !!

How to lisen - Horse Steppin
1) buy soundtrack
2) download it
3) find Horse Steppin and turn on
4) open bottle of booze
5) drink
6) chillout. Best indie game soundtrack ever.. I've never really been enthusiastic about videogame soundtracks. I usually find
them boring, stock and simply uninteresting. The soundtrack Hotline Miami has to offer however really made me turn my head.
It's very vivid, upbeat and fitting well ingame. It ranges from really relaxed to tracks that really emphasize the feeling of "this is
the finale, let's do this". All and all a great soundtrack of quite a length as well.

There are 22 tracks for the price of 10 euro which equals to about 0.45 euro per track. Some tracks are more lengthy than others
which compensates even more.

Make sure you check out the soundtrack of the sequel as well!

>>> My review of that here <<<. Very easy to like and even easier to love.
It offers all the songs from the game hotline miami (obviously) and this is what makes it good. If you don't know or haven't
played the hotline miami game (if you haven't played play it) the songs on the soundtrack aren't exactly the same in every way,
as yes it does have a more electric sound, but the tracks, as they've been used to tell a story of sorts throughout the game and are
done by different artists rather than the one person or band are mostly unique in their own ways. For example you may like all
the tracks by... say moon but dislike the scattle one (personal favourites of mine), but this is what makes it good because your
bound to find atleast some songs that you'll love in the mix of songs. If your fans of hotline miami as i know i am your bound to
not regret this buy and if your new as i explained im sure you'll find something that takes your fancy.
. The game is fun, but HOLY \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 the soundtrack is amazing!. This is my favourite game soundtrack.
Always love to help out an Indie Dev with great games. This is no exception. I expect a similar experence with gameplay and
sound with the 2nd installment.. Hotline Miami Soundtrack

Good soundtrack and fits the game well! Some of the songs that I like best:
- Flatline
- Knock Knock
- Crystals. Why doesn't this play on the radio...?
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